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Dynamic modulus relaxation of ErBa Cu O near the orthorhombic to2 3 61x

tetragonal phase transition at 200 kHz
*M. Ozawa , M. Inagaki, S. Suzuki

Nagoya Institute of Technology, CRL, Tajimi, Gifu 507-0071, Japan

Abstract

The dynamic modulus and internal friction of ErBa Cu O were measured at the temperatures from 300 to 1070 K using a LiNbO2 3 61x 3

composite oscillator technique at 200 kHz. An anelastic relaxation due to oxygen movement at 200 kHz was observed to be associated
with the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal (O–T) phase transition in ErBa Cu O at 850–900 K. We provided new data on the relaxation time2 3 61x

and peak temperature in the highest frequency region by fitting for the measured internal friction against temperature.  2000 Elsevier
Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction samples were polycrystalline bodies, followed by anneal-
ing treatment at 623 K in flowing oxygen. For the

The oxygen dynamics in electronic conducting crystals measurement, the sample bar was cemented with a 200
such as high-temperature superconducting oxides can be kHz–LiNbO resonator at each end using inorganic bond-3

investigated by anelasiticity measurement over a wide- ing agent, and followed by heat-treatment at ca. 470 K. We
range frequency and temperature using various techniques. confirmed that the bonding interface-layer was very thin so
Here, we report the dynamic modulus and internal friction that it did not affect the measured data. The measurement
of ErBa Cu O at 200 kHz by the mean of a LiNbO was performed in the heating-cooling cycles with 2.52 3 61x 3

composite oscillator that we have previously developed K/min at the temperature range of 300–1070 K. Using the
[1]. An oxygen relaxation affects both the dynamic as-cemented composite-bar of a sample and an oscillator,
modulus and phase transition of oxygen-defective oxide we directly observed the effect of heat treatment in air on
crystals. In this work, we will observe the anelastic the elastic property of ErBa Cu O . The value x was2 3 61x

relaxation, which is associated with the orthorhombic-to- monitored by thermo-gravity (TG) measurement before the
tetragonal (O–T) phase transition of ErBa Cu O by elastic measurement. We used the mathematical relation-2 3 61x

using a moderate frequency of 200 kHz. The data of ship and calibration to get dynamic Young modulus E and
relaxation time and temperature at the highest region of internal friction, as discussed in previous works [3,4].
frequencies than any previous work for ErBa Cu O is2 3 61x

provided by this measurement. Also, the superimposing
phenomenon between phase transition and oxygen relaxa- 3. Results and discussion
tion will be discussed.

Fig. 1 shows the plots of Young’s modulus (along a long
axis of a bar) and internal friction vs. temperature for an

2. Experimental ErBa Cu O sample bar, sintered at 1173 K and fol-2 3 61x

lowed by heat treatment at 823 K in oxygen. The data were
The bars of ErBa Cu O with 1 mm-diameter and2 3 61x obtained at ca. 200 kHz with a heating rate of 2.5 K/min

ca.10 mm-length were fabricated by a ceramic extrusion in air. The oxygen stoichiometry of the sample was
technique described as in a previous study [2,16]. All the measured as x50.1. The sample attained the superconduct-

ing state below 90 K. An internal friction peak appears at
around 880 K and the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal (O–T)*Corresponding author. Fax: 181-572-27-6812.

E-mail address: ozawa@crl.nitech.ac.jp (M. Ozawa) transition at 913 K. The thermal expansion measurement
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Table 1
Data of fitted parameters for a single Debye peak; peak temperature T ,p

relaxation time t around peak temperature, relaxation amplitude A for
internal friction, and O–T transition temperature T from the minimumO–T

for Young’s modulus in ErBa Cu O2 3 61x

Heat cycle T (K) t (sec) A T (K)p O–T

27The first 88065 7.7310 0.1360.01 91363
27The third 87565 7.7310 0.1460.01 91363

fitting technique to the internal friction data below the peak
temperatures. The results of parameters fitted as single
Debye peaks are summarized in Table 1. The fitted Debye
behavior indicates the difference between the expected and
observed lines for the modulus in Fig. 1, which was due to
relaxation near O–T phase transition. The similar internal
friction above room temperature for YBa Cu O2 3 61x

(YBCO) has been investigated [5–14]. Most of workers
have discussed that this anelastic relaxation is due to
oxygen movement between sites O(1) and O(5). In thisFig. 1. Plots of (a) Young’s modulus and (b) internal friction for
work, we also conclude this relaxation as the phenomenonErBa Cu O at 200 kHz (the first heating step). Solid lines represent2 3 61x

Debye-type relaxation using the fitted parameters in Table 1. of oxygen movement between two oxygen sites in the
crystal lattice of ErBa Cu O . Comparing with2 3 61x

YBa Cu O , both the peak temperature of internal2 3 61x

with a heating rate of 5 K/min also indicated an anomaly friction and the O–T phase transition were shifted to
25at around 700 K–950 K. The coefficient was 1.25310 higher temperatures for ErBa Cu O .2 3 61x

21 25 21K for 300–690 K, 2.80310 K for 690–930 K, and Fig. 2 illustrates the plots of Young’s modulus and
25 211.19310 K above 930 K. Here we assumed that the internal friction vs. temperature for the same sample of

O–T phase transition temperature T was characterized ErBa Cu O in the third heating-up step. The fittedO–T 2 3 61x

by the minimum in modulus. parameters for Debye-type behavior are summarized in
As expected for Debye-type behavior, the internal Table 1 for two measurements. For the heat-treated

friction peak position shifted to lower temperature for the ErBa Cu O , a slightly broader internal friction peak2 3 61x

data measured at 0.1 Hz–10 Hz in our previous work [16]. and corresponding drop of Young’s modulus were ob-
On the other hand, The O–T phase transition temperature served. Since the concentration of oxygen vacancy can
is almost the same for the data at different frequencies increase during multiple heating measurement at elevated
[16–18]. The change of modulus and internal friction vs.
temperature seems to be complicated with superimposing
phenomena due to the oxygen relaxation and the O–T
phase transition. In the present case, internal friction peak
is not fitted by a simple Debye peak against temperature T.
A Debye-type modulus relaxation and internal friction are
represented as

2 2E 5 E / h1 1 A /(1 1 v t )j (1)U

21 2 2Q 5 A vt /(1 1 v t ) (2)

t 5 t exp(H /kT ) (3)0

where E and E are total and unrelaxed modulus (re-U
21ciprocal compliance along a long axis), Q is internal

friction, A is the relaxation amplitude, t and t are the0

relaxation time and its pre-exponential term, respectively,
and v is angular frequency (v 5 2pf ), H is an activation
enthalpy and k is the Boltzman constant. We determined Fig. 2. Plots of (a) Young’s modulus and (b) internal friction for
the expected peak temperature of internal friction (relaxa- ErBa Cu O at 200 kHz in the third heating step. Solid lines represent2 3 61x

tion) using Eqs. (2) and (3) by applying the least-square Debye-type relaxation using the fitted parameters in Table 1.
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temperatures, the distributed relaxation time or enthalpy kHz-range. Our measurements provide confirmation of the
should be induced. The increasing broadness is reasonable anelastic relaxation (both in modulus and internal friction)
if the vacancy concentration become in equilibrium during due to oxygen displacement between O(1)–O(5) sites near
heat treatment. On the other hand, we should note a small the O–T transition for polycrystalline ErBa Cu O . This2 3 61x

and broad peak for Young’s modulus appeared below the work has also discussed the data of the superimposing
temperature of the relaxation and O–T transition. The phenomenon between oxygen relaxation and phase transi-
behavior is not interpreted by an ordinary relaxation form tion.
of Debye-type. In earlier research on modulus relaxation,
Nowick and Berry [15] discussed a resonance-type relaxa-
tion for the elastic behavior of solids having dislocations. 4. Conclusion
In their model, the relaxation should induce a resonance
over the whole structure in a crystal. The mathematical We measured the dynamic Young’s modulus and inter-
representation is as following, nal friction of ErBa Cu O at 200 kHz. The present data2 3 61x

were a useful addition to the data on relaxation time and2J*/J 2 1 5 A / h1 2 (v /v ) 1 i vtj (4)U 0 temperature in the highest frequency region for YBCO-
type superconductors. Possible resonance-type relaxationwhere J* is complex compliance, J is unrelaxed com-U

2 was also discussed.pliance part, v is a resonant frequency (v 5 J /(Am ))0 0 U l

for mass, m introduced in a three element Voigt model.l

The resonance-type behavior is possible if v t < 1. The0
Acknowledgementscompliance (reciprocal Young’s modulus in the present

case) has the maximum and minimum values at around a
A part of this work is financially supported by Nipponfrequency corresponding to a loss peak. However, the

sheet-glass foundation for materials science and engineer-physical meaning for oxygen relaxation in a defective
ing.crystal seems to be uncertain, because no corresponding

phenomenon has been actually observed so far. If oxygen
relaxation occurred near a phase transition temperature
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